
Challenges for nature-positive recovery

• From an entrepreneurial perspective, investments in nature 
conservation entail a risk that the created “ecological assets” 
(forests, mangroves, etc.) could be destroyed by natural 
disasters or the like.  

• Opportunity costs associated with renouncing the destruc-
tion of nature continue to be a major concern for many 
companies, where the resulting loss of profit is particularly 
deterrent.

• Conflicting goals can arise between biodiversity or climate 
protection measures and the promotion of development, 
for instance the transition to electric mobility, which  
increases the degradation of minerals and thus has  
nature-negative effects.

From a holistic point of view, however, these challenges  
can be resolved. Investment risks can be avoided by  
granting state securities. It becomes apparent that  
conflicting goals and opportunity costs are often only  
relevant in the short term and on a small scale. Further - 
more, numerous studies show that nature-positive  
recovery actually helps to overcome these conflicting  
goals (Dasgupta, McKinsey). 

Nature-positive recovery refers to the sustainable and  
environmentally friendly economic revival that is needed  
after the COVID-19 pandemic in order to counteract the  
loss of biodiversity and climate change at the same time.

The pandemic has caused economic downturns worldwide 
with significant cuts in public social spending. With a  
nature-positive strategy, several crises could be overcome  
at the same time.

Specifically, nature-positive recovery is defined as economic 
stimulus programs that aim to achieve economic, social and 
ecological goals through measures (such as nature-based  
solutions) that have a positive effect on the protection,  
restoration and sustainable use of biological diversity.

Criteria for nature-positive recovery

• Negative effects on nature are evidently avoided
• Contribution to the conservation, sustainable  

management or restoration of biodiversity and  
ecosystems 

• Improvement of livelihoods and resilience to  
crises of people and nature 

• Contribution to social participation and a just  
transition to a climate-neutral economy 

Nature-positive 
Recovery

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/962785/The_Economics_of_Biodiversity_The_Dasgupta_Review_Full_Report.pdf
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Business Functions/Sustainability/Our Insights/Valuing nature conservation/Valuing-nature-conservation.pdf


Improvement of  
cost efficiency and  
risk management

Every US dollar invested in the  
restoration of degraded land  
generates 7 to 30 US dollars  
in return

Generation of 10.1 trillion  
US dollars economic value  
until 2030

of the global gross domestic 
product is dependent on the 
use of ecosystem services

Positive impact  
on human and 
economic health

Creation of 395 million  
jobs, especially in rural areas 
until 2030

50 %

10.1 trillion  
US dollars

Economic potential of nature-positive recovery

Nature-positive economic stimulus programs have advan-
tages over conventional recovery measures from both an 
ecological and a macro-economic point of view. Especially 
since conventional recovery measures often only rely on 
short-term employment effects and investments in grey  
to brown infrastructure:

• From an economic perspective, ecosystem services are 
already of central importance for the functionality of  
economic systems (WEF).

• Compared to conventional investments, nature-positive 
economic stimulus programs offer immediate positive 
effects on corporate employment policies with a significant 
increase in the medium- and long-term return on  
investment (WEF).

 • Investments in the protection, restoration and sustainable  
use of biodiversity have positive impacts on economic 
development cross-sectorally, for example through carbon 
sequestration and improved water quality (multiple or 
co-benefits). At the same time, they achieve better and  
more long-term knock-on effects (FAO, WRI).

• Many private companies are aware of their dependence  
on ecosystems. Thus, the conservation and restoration  

of biodiversity is increasingly included in the company’s 
own strategy and at the same time offers profitable  
business opportunities (OECD, WEF).

• From a social and economic perspective, unsustainable  
ways of production and consumption burden future  
generations, through the deterioration of the natural 
foundations of life, the associated productivity losses and 
investment risks due to changes in climate and nature  
conservation requirements (“stranded investments”) (UBA).

If you are interested, you will find a lot of useful information 
in the following links or can contact us via bioframe@giz.de.

• BioFrame Project
• Build Forward Better Briefings

Green Recovery for Practitioners:
• Setting the Course Towards a Sustainable, Inclusive and 

Resilient Transformation
• Examples from around the World for Building  

Forward Better
• Fiscal Policies for a Sustainable, Inclusive and Resilient 

Transformation

twitter.com/iki_bmuv

international-climate-initiative.com
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IKI Support Project for the Design and Implementation  
of the New Global Biodiversity Framework (BioFrame) 
Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH
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bioframe@giz.de
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http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_The_Future_Of_Nature_And_Business_2020.pdf
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_The_Future_Of_Nature_And_Business_2020.pdf
http://www.fao.org/3/I9937EN/i9937en.pdf
https://www.wri.org/insights/how-can-restoring-degraded-landscapes-deliver-financial-returns
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/a3147942-en/1/2/1/index.html?itemId=/content/publication/a3147942-en&_csp_=f530bed14ff72dc7d47ab85b4ad3eb99&itemIGO=oecd&itemContentType=book
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_The_Future_Of_Nature_And_Business_2020.pdf
https://www.umweltbundesamt.de/sites/default/files/medien/376/publikationen/thenewgreenconsensus_deutsch_bf.pdf
mailto:bioframe%40giz.de?subject=
https://www.international-climate-initiative.com/projekt/unterstuetzung-bei-der-gestaltung-und-ersten-umsetzungsschritten-des-neuen-globalen-rahmens-fuer-biologische-vielfalt-19-iv-101-global-g-cbd-post-2020-framework-support/
https://www.international-climate-initiative.com/themen/corona-response-paket/build-forward-better/
https://www.international-climate-initiative.com/iki-medien/publikation/green_recovery_for_practitioners_setting_the_course_towards_a_sustainable_inclusive_and_resilient_transformation/
https://www.international-climate-initiative.com/iki-medien/publikation/green_recovery_for_practitioners_setting_the_course_towards_a_sustainable_inclusive_and_resilient_transformation/
https://www.international-climate-initiative.com/iki-medien/publikation/green_recovery_for_practitioners_examples_from_around_the_world_for_building_forward_better/
https://www.international-climate-initiative.com/iki-medien/publikation/green_recovery_for_practitioners_examples_from_around_the_world_for_building_forward_better/
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